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BUILD WHAT THEY NEED, 
NOT WHAT THEY WANT  

Our Foundations have always defined how we operate.  
When it comes to new products, we’re singularly focused on  
how we can bring value, not answering the loudest voice. 

We come up with a lot of ideas for a lot of new products, and we hear from 
our customers about others. As a group of diverse firearms enthusiasts and 
as a business, we consider—or have already considered—the viability of most 
of these ideas, plus many more. Whether it’s an accessory for a firearm that 
solves a unique problem no one else has addressed, or our take on stand-alone 
gear that nests within our cultural ethos, we’re all about the value. That value 
is driven by a combination of form, function, quality, reliability and cost. We 
won’t even begin a project if we can’t create that value.

At the end of the day, we develop new products when we know we can bring 
value to the overall experience and when those products fit into the lifestyle 
we’ve established for ourselves and our customers. Sometimes, we still have 
more great ideas than we have time in the day, so we end up putting a few 
things back in the hopper until the time is right. But the rest of the time? Take 
a look at what we’re doing in 2020 and you’ll see where our minds have been.
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WE’VE BEEN BUSY SINCE SHOT SHOW 2019. 
WE’VE INCLUDED THE PRODUCTS YOU MAY 
HAVE MISSED SINCE THEN AND THE NEW 
ONES THAT ARE COMING THIS YEAR. NEW 
FOR  , YOU’LL FIND INCREASED 
CAPACITY DRUMS FOR TWO OF YOUR FAVORITE 
FIREARMS CATEGORIES, A PMAG 10 FOR YOUR 
AICS SHORT ACTION, A NEW HUNTER AND A 
NEW BACKPACKER, OUR FIRST TWO BRACES, 
THREE NEW EYEWEAR MODELS, THREE DAKA 
PRODUCTS, AND AN ALL NEW LINEUP OF TEES 
AND HATS. AND THAT’S JUST THE FIRST HALF 
OF THE YEAR.

NEW PRODUCTS 
FOR SHOT 2020
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MAG1035 - MAGPUL PMAG D-50 EV9
MSRP: $119.95

BLK 

   PMAG D-50 EV9
Lightweight but incredibly strong, our PMAG D-50 EV9 is a highly-reliable, 
9x19mm Parabellum, 50-round drum magazine for large-format pistols and 
pistol caliber carbines that feed from CZ Scorpion EVO 3-pattern magazines.

Incorporating many of the proven features of its 5.56 and 7.62 predecessors, 
the unique drum configuration keeps the height of the magazine manageable, 
allowing for prone firing and easy storage in a design that cuts down on time-
critical reloads. The D-50 EV9 features a ratcheting loading lever  that removes 
tension from the spring for easier loading, a rounds-remaining rear window, 
and a high-visibility follower. Easily disassembled for cleaning and featuring 
an innovative bolt hold-open feature, the D-50 EV9 reliably locks the bolt back 
on empty when used with firearms designed to lock back on CZ Scorpion EVO 3 
pattern magazine followers. 

FEATURES ON NEXT PAGE
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— 50-round capacity for carbines and large-format pistols 
compatible with CZ Scorpion EVO 3 pattern magazines

— Next-generation impact and crush-resistant  
polymer construction

— Robust stainless-steel internals withstand corrosion and 
long-term storage while loaded with no loss of function, 
spring fatigue, or reliability concerns

— Ratcheting loading lever for ease of loading

— Easily disassembled for cleaning

— High-visibility follower and rounds-remaining window

— Paint pen dot matrix

FEATURES
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MAG1137 - MAGPUL PMAG D-50 GL9 - PCC
MSRP: $119.95

BLK 

   PMAG D-50 
GL9 - PCC
Lightweight but incredibly strong, our PMAG D-50 GL9 - PCC is a highly-reliable, 
9x19mm Parabellum, 50-round drum magazine for large-format pistols and 
pistol caliber carbines that feed from GLOCK pattern magazines. 

Incorporating many of the proven features of its 5.56 and 7.62 predecessors, 
the unique drum configuration keeps the height of the magazine manageable, 
allowing for prone firing and easy storage in a design that cuts down on time-
critical reloads. The D-50 GL9 – PCC features a ratcheting loading lever that 
removes tension from the spring for easier loading, a rounds-remaining rear 
window, and a high-visibility follower. Easily disassembled for cleaning and 
featuring an innovative bolt hold-open feature, the D-50 GL9 – PCC reliably 
locks the bolt back on empty when used with firearms designed to lock back  
on Glock pattern magazine followers. 

FEATURES ON NEXT PAGE
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— 50-round capacity for carbines and large-format pistols 
compatible with Glock pattern magazines

— Next-generation impact and crush-resistant  
polymer construction

— Robust stainless-steel internals withstand corrosion and 
long-term storage while loaded with no loss of function, 
spring fatigue, or reliability concerns

— Ratcheting loading lever for ease of loading

— Easily disassembled for cleaning

— High-visibility follower and rounds-remaining window

— Paint pen dot matrix

— Not compatible with Glock handguns

FEATURES
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MAG1100 - MAGPUL PMAG 10 5.56 AC – AICS SHORT ACTION
MSRP: $39.95

BLK 

   PMAG 10 5.56 AC
AICS SHORT ACTION 

The PMAG 10 5.56 AC is a polymer 5.56x45 NATO (.223 Remington) magazine 
designed for short action Accuracy International Chassis Systems (AICS)-
pattern bottom metal, including the Bolt Action Magazine Well for the Magpul 
Hunter family of stocks. 

Designed with many of the same qualities that make our PMAGS the most 
reliable and durable in the world, the PMAG 10 5.56 AC features GEN M3 
technology, including a self-lubricating follower, a stainless-steel spring, and 
constant-curve internal geometry for smooth feeding. It also incorporates 
offset feed lip geometry that maximizes bolt face engagement, guaranteeing 
reliable feeding and solving the bolt face issue common to other AICS-pattern 
magazines for 5.56 based cartridges. Like our other Magpul bolt action 
magazines, it features a paint-pen dot matrix for visual identification and a 
flared base plate for positive control and ease of retrieval. Designed from the 
ground up to solve the challenges of feeding 5.56/.223, the PMAG 10 5.56 AC 
sets a new standard for bolt action magazine technology.

FEATURES ON NEXT PAGE
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— Compatible with short action AICS pattern bottom metal 
and cartridges built on a 0.378” case head such as 5.56x45 
NATO (.223 Remington) 

— Offset feed lip geometry designed to maximize bolt face 
engagement and optimize reliability

— Accepts a cartridge overall length of up to 2.39”

— Single stack, constant-curve internal geometry with 
10-round capacity

— Next-generation impact and crush resistant  
polymer construction

— Self-lubricating follower for increased reliability

— Long-life stainless-steel spring

FEATURES
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MAG1069 - HUNTER 110 STOCK – SAVAGE 110 SHORT ACTION
MSRP: $299.95

BLK - FDE - ODG - GRY 

  HUNTER 110 
 STOCK
SAVAGE 110 SHORT ACTION 

The Hunter 110 stock is the latest addition to the Magpul Hunter stock product 
line. It features enhanced ergonomics, versions for both right and left-hand 
actions, eight M-LOK slots for mounting options, and a fully adjustable length of 
pull and comb height. These features have been optimally designed to provide a 
more stable shooting platform, improved user comfort and individual accessory 
customization. Like its predecessors, the Magpul Hunter 110 features a Type 
III hard anodized, machine-finished, cast aluminum bedding block that doesn’t 
require bedding and is a true “drop-in” stock solution.  

The Hunter 110 is designed for 3rd generation Savage short action series 10/110 
centerfire rifles, with center-feed magazine compatibility, and action screw 
hole spacing of 4.40”. The Hunter 110 also includes our Bolt Action Magazine 
Well – Hunter 110 and one PMAG 5 7.62 AC for optimal functionality with 
detachable box magazines that don’t require custom inletting.  

FEATURES ON NEXT PAGE
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— Compatible with 3rd generation Savage short action 
Series 10/110 centerfire rifles that have center-feed 
magazine compatibility and action screw hole spacing  
of 4.40” (H-prefix and later) with production date as of 
2006 and later

— One Bolt Action Magazine Well – Hunter 110 
(required for stock and magazine compatibility) and one 
PMAG 5 7.62 AC included for reliable detachable box 
magazine compatibility

— Reinforced polymer construction with Type III hard 
anodized, machine-finished cast aluminum bedding block

— Available for right and left-hand actions, a first for the 
Hunter product line

— Compatible with barrel profiles up to Heavy Palma and 
Savage Varmint barrel contours and tapered beam design 
provides rigidity through the forend and will free-float 
compatible barrels

— Eight M-LOK slots on forend sides and bottom for a wide 
variety of accessory and sling mounting options (three 
slots on each side and two on the bottom of the stock)

— Left and Right rear 1-1/4” Footman’s Loops on stock body

— Accepts most factory and aftermarket curved and flat 
bow triggers

— Compatible with side and bottom bolt release models

FEATURES
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MAG1076 - PC BACKPACKER STOCK – RUGER PC CARBINE
MSRP: $149.95

BLK - FDE - ODG - GRY  

PC BACKPACKER 
STOCK
RUGER® PC CARBINE 

The Magpul PC Backpacker Stock for the Ruger® PC Carbine is the ultimate option 
for those wanting to bring advanced ergonomics and portability to their Ruger® PC 
Carbine rifle. With a similar look and functionality as our X-22 Backpacker stock, 
it offers a minimalist solution for the hunter or outdoorsman and was designed for 
those who want to transport their carbine in an efficient, convenient package without 
compromising shooting performance or ease of deployment. 

The PC Backpacker is constructed of Magpul’s advanced polymer, featuring 
an ergonomic hand guard with M-LOK slots at the 3 & 9 o’clock positions and 
interchangeable cheek risers to accommodate for various sighting options.  
The PC Backpacker stock also features an MOE SL rubber butt-pad offering 
an anti-slip surface that increases impact protection and is compatible with 
the MOE SL® Enhanced Rubber Butt-Pad for an additional 3/8” LOP. Its unique 
locking interface attaches the barrel assembly to the receiver, providing 
an efficient solution for storage during transportation while maintaining 
convenient assembly from the stowed position. For storage, there’s a water-
resistant grip compartment for a small multi-tool, survival equipment, or 
cleaning equipment and a second compartment in the riser section that’s ideal 
for a single pistol magazine, fitting up to the PMAG 21 GL9.

FEATURES ON NEXT PAGE
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— Drop-in design compatible with all factory Ruger® PC 
Carbine™ models offered in 9mm Luger and 40 S&W

— Unique locking interface to attach the barrel assembly  
to the stock body when being transported

— Reinforced polymer construction for strength and 
durability

— Ergonomic M-LOK compatible hand guard

— Interchangeable standard and “optic height” cheek  
risers included

— Optional QD sling mounting capability

— Water-resistant grip storage compartment 

— MOE SL nonslip rubber butt-pad; compatible with the  
MOE SL Enhanced Rubber Butt-Pad for an additional  
3/8” LOP

FEATURES
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MAG1079 - MAGPUL BTR
MSRP: $59.95

BLK 

   BTR 
The Magpul BTR is an AR arm brace designed to improve single-handed 
employment of large-format pistols. The BTR utilizes Magpul design and 
engineering to offer a stabilizing accessory with a robust feature set and 
trusted Magpul quality.  

With classic Magpul aesthetics, the BTR is compatible with Mil-Spec carbine 
receiver extensions and employs a simplified, durable, and easy to use LOP 
adjustment mechanism. An integrated QD cup and M-LOK compatible slot 
provide ambidextrous sling mounting options and enable stabilizing sling 
tension to be applied, drastically increasing single-handed control of the 
firearm. With a straight-forward design and Magpul innovation, the BTR is a 
simple solution to improving your AR pistol.

Final firearm configuration subject to applicable federal, state, and local laws.

FEATURES ON NEXT PAGE
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— Designed and intended for use as a stabilizing accessory 
for one-handed firing

— Easy to adjust length without tools

— Ambidextrous rear QD cup allows sling tension to be 
applied while firing with one hand to improve stability

— Compatible with Mil-Spec carbine receiver extensions

— High-strength polymer and metal construction

— M-LOK compatible slot for additional sling  
mounting options

FEATURES
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MAG1143 - MAGPUL BSL
MSRP: $59.95

BLK 

   BSL
The Magpul BSL is an AR arm brace designed to improve single-handed 
employment of large-format pistols. The BSL utilizes Magpul design and 
engineering to offer a stabilizing accessory with a robust feature set and 
trusted Magpul quality.  

With classic Magpul aesthetics, the BSL is compatible with Mil-Spec carbine 
receiver extensions and employs a simplified, durable, and easy to use LOP 
adjustment mechanism. An integrated QD cup and two M-LOK compatible 
slots provide ambidextrous sling mounting options and enable stabilizing 
sling tension to be applied, drastically increasing single-handed control of the 
firearm. With a straight-forward design and Magpul innovation, the BSL is a 
simple solution to improving your AR pistol. 

Final firearm configuration subject to applicable federal, state, and local laws.

FEATURES ON NEXT PAGE
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FEATURES

— Designed and intended for use as a stabilizing accessory 
for one-handed firing

— Easy to adjust length without tools

— Ambidextrous rear QD cup allows sling tension to be 
applied while firing with one hand to improve stability

— Compatible with Mil-Spec carbine receiver extensions

— High-strength polymer and metal construction

— M-LOK compatible slot for additional sling  
mounting options
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MAG1095 - MAGPUL DAKA EVERYDAY FOLDING WALLET
MSRP: $19.95

BLK - FDE - ODG - GRY

EVERYDAY 
FOLDING WALLET
The DAKA Everyday Folding Wallet is the perfect solution for the person who 
requires a durable, minimalist wallet that can hold important items securely 
in all conditions. It’s designed to hold up to seven cards securely while also 
providing a clear protective window for your IDs. The additional external pocket 
allows for quick access to business cards or folded cash. The Everyday Folding 
Wallet creates a secure pocket for your cards when it’s closed. Cards are 
inserted from the center seam when the wallet is open, and each side can hold 
up to three cards. The ID window is perfect for access or ID cards, or anything 
you don’t want to have to repeatedly remove from your wallet. The single 
external pocket can be used for quick access items, such as business cards  
or emergency bills.  
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— Made of reinforced polymer fabric with anti-slip texture 
for secure handling

— Strong RF welded construction that creates permanent, 
impenetrable seals

— Holds up to 7 standard size Credit/ID/DL/Access cards

— External pocket for quick access items

— Slim profile enhances comfort and reduces printing 
in pocket

— Suitable for EDC (everyday carry) and travel

— Chemical resistant and non-hygroscopic

FEATURES
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MAG1101 - MAGPUL DAKA VOLUME POUCH
MSRP: TBD

BLK - FDE - ODG - GRY

VOLUME POUCH
The DAKA Volume Pouch was specifically designed to maximize usable storage 
space while maintaining a compact footprint. Its intuitive design allows the 
Volume Pouch to stand vertically on its own and expand up to three liters in size 
when in use. The wide mouth and water-resistant zippered opening allow the 
user to insert and remove items with one hand without having to hold it open 
with the other. The large translucent window makes organizing and locating 
gear even easier, and a single large carabiner attachment point doubles as a 
lashing point and carrying handle so your stored gear will always be at hand 
when needed.  

Like our other DAKA pouches, the Volume Pouch is made from polymer-infused 
textiles that are RF-welded on all seams and use water-resistant zippers. The 
construction methods and materials we use mean that our DAKA pouches are at 
home in hard use applications such as tool storage, as well as for lighter duties 
such as organizing your personal electronics.
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— Reinforced polymer fabric with anti-slip texture

— Welded construction creates permanent impenetrable 
seals

— YKK AquaGuard water repellant zipper

— 550 paracord with heat shrink tubing for enhanced grip, 
even with gloves

— Paint pen dot matrix debossed into body for  
identification marking

— Carabiner attachment point

FEATURES
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MAG1099 - MAGPUL DAKA FIELD TRAY SMALL
MSRP: TBD
BLK - FDE

MAG1125 - MAGPUL DAKA FIELD TRAY LARGE
MSRP: TBD
BLK - FDE

FIELD TRAY
Crafted from our durable DAKA material, our Field Trays have the durability, 
flexibility, and strength that can withstand even the most extreme conditions. 
By simply snapping the four corners of the flat tray together, you create a 
walled, contained workspace that keeps your items in one enclosed area. The 
inside of the Field Tray sheds dirt, oil, and debris, ensuring that the surface 
remains clean and unblemished. A strong magnet located under the Magpul 
icon retains small metallic items such as springs, bolts, pins and screws, 
ensuring that you won’t lose anything important to the job at hand. When not 
in use, the Field Tray can be un-snapped for flat storage. It’s perfect for gun 
cases, backpacks, and range bags.  
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— Made of reinforced polymer fabric with anti-slip texture  
for secure handling

— Strong RF welded construction that creates permanent, 
impenetrable seals

— Chemical resistant and non-hygroscopic

— Magnetic floor to retain small parts

FEATURES
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EYEWEAR
At Magpul, we’ve always felt strongly about eyewear because the need for 
reliable eye protection is rooted in our daily lives. Whether we’re at work or at 
play, we understand the demand for good-looking, impact-proof eyewear that 
protects us across a range of activities. As a result, we’ve created ballistic 
rated eyewear that’s engineered from quality materials and finished with an 
enduring design.

 

— The frames are constructed of TR90NZZ, combining rugged strength, ballistic 
protection and flexibility with maximum overall coverage

— Lenses are designed for maximum impact protection and have been tested to  
MIL PRF 32432 ballistic standards

— Polarized and non-polarized lens options available, along with a variety of lens 
color and mirror combinations for every situation and activity

— Oleophobic coatings on the lenses repel water and provide oil, sweat, sunscreen, 
and other chemical protection

— Low profile temple design maintains comfort and function while wearing hats or 
over the ear hearing protection

— All models include anti-slip rubber nose and temple pads

FEATURES
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Ballistic eyewear with a large, 8 base frame and a comfortable all-day fit, the 
Apex is designed for all occasions

The perfect blend of lightweight performance sport eyewear  
and superior ballistic protection

Designed for our core customer, the Defiant is ballistic eyewear that provides 
superior ballistic protection, maximum coverage,  

and an uncompromised field of view

MAG1130 - APEX, NON-POLARIZED  | MAG1131 - APEX, POLARIZED
MSRP: $TBD
SEE WEBSITE

MAG1097 - HELIX, NON-POLARIZED | MAG1098 - HELIX, POLARIZED
MSRP: $TBD
SEE WEBSITE

MAG1044 - DEFIANT, NON-POLARIZED | MAG1045 - DEFIANT, POLARIZED
MSRP: $TBD
SEE WEBSITE
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   PATROL 
GLOVE 2.0
The Magpul Patrol Glove 2.0 is the next evolution of the Patrol Glove, with 
enhanced articulation at palm and flex knuckle panels for added tactility. 
It features a lightweight construction with a premium leather palm and 
leather thumb panel for improved fit. Corded stretch nylon on back of hand 
with a lightly padded contour panel at knuckles for increased protection and 
flexibility. Whether in the field or at the range, this glove provides excellent 
comfort, dexterity and protection.

 

MAG1015 - MAGPUL PATROL GLOVE 2.0
MSRP: $49.95

BLK - COY
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— Wrap up finger pattern and articulated palm pattern for 
added dexterity

— Touchscreen capability at thumbs

— Closed cell foam padded knuckle protection

— Corded nylon for back of hand protection

— Goatskin palm for maximum durability

— Flex knuckle panel on back of fingers for 
easier articulation

FEATURES
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TECHNICAL 
GLOVE 2.0
The Magpul Technical Glove 2.0 is the next evolution of the original Technical 
Glove, in a lighterweight more versatile construction. Fitted with durable 
synthetic construction, suede-backed thumbs, touch screen capability, and a 
compression-molded neoprene cuff, the Technical Glove 2.0 provides a second-
skin fit. It provides protection for active hands with minimum impact on fine 
motor skills.

 

MAG1014 - MAGPUL TECHNICAL GLOVE 2.0
MSRP: $29.95

BLK - COY
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— Ambidextrous three-finger touchscreen capability

— Suede back of thumb for comfort and durability  
as a thumb wipe

— Compression molded neoprene cuff for secure fit

— Corded nylon construction for back of hand stretch 
and enhanced durability

— High abrasion synthetic suede palm for durability  
and better grip

— Reinforced suede pull tab

FEATURES
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T-SHIRTS 
The 2020 T-Shirt line gives you more of what you want in everyone’s favorite 
garment, the t-shirt. We’ve improved the fit, enhanced the durability, expanded 
the color selections, and designed more artwork. The Magpul T-Shirt line is 
perfect for the range, the gym, the office, or any formal event that you might  
not want to be invited back to. 

Please visit magpul.com for new styles throughout 2020.
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MAG1118 - MAGPUL ENGINEERED CVC T-SHIRT

MAG1119 - MAGPUL WAR DEPARTMENT CVC T-SHIRT

MAG1121 - MAGPUL STANDARD COTTON T-SHIRT

MAG1134 - MAGPUL BRENTEN CVC T-SHIRT

MAG1135 - MAGPUL WOMEN'S BRENTEN DOLMAN T-SHIRT

MG1136 - MAGPUL CASCADE ICON LOGO CVC T-SHIRT

MAG1138 - MAGPUL RAIDER CAMO ICON CVC T-SHIRT

MAG1139 - MAGPUL WOMEN'S RAIDER CAMO TRI-BLEND T-SHIRT

MAG1140 - MAGPUL POLYMERIZATION COTTON T-SHIRT

ALL T-SHIRTS: MSRP: $25.95
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MAG1102 - MAGPUL GO BANG TRUCKER

MAG1104 - MAGPUL WORDMARK PATCH TRUCKER

MAG1103 - MAGPUL WORDMARK STRETCH FIT

MAG1106 - MAGPUL ICON TRUCKER

MAG1105 - MAGPUL ICON PATCH GARMENT WASHED TRUCKER

MAG1108 - MAGPUL WORDMARK BLAZE ORANGE TRUCKER

MAG1107 - MAGPUL ICON BLAZE ORANGE TRUCKER

ALL HATS: MSRP: $26.95

49

HATS
New colors, new construction, new designs. Magpul’s 2020 headwear line is 
totally reimagined with more styles, more color options, and improved fit  
and comfort. 

 The new and improved trucker and solid-panel hats will be available in our 
classic designs as well with a large selection of new graphics and colors. 
For the colder months, the beanie hat line has been redesigned for comfort, 
performance, and style. For the hunter, we’ve got you covered from early-
season into the winter with enough orange to go around for everyone, no 
 matter where you hunt.

Please visit magpul.com  for new styles throughout 2020. 
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MAG1075 - MAGPUL BIPOD – SLING STUD QD
MSRP: $129.95

BLK - FDE

  BIPOD - SLING
 STUD QD 
The Magpul Bipod – Sling Stud QD is the next offering in the Magpul bipod 
line. Designed to mount to the ubiquitous Uncle Mike's Sling Swivel Stud that 
is common to nearly every sporting rifle made, the Magpul Bipod – Sling Stud 
QD is the strongest, most fully featured bipod available with direct sling stud 
mounting capability. 

The stainless-steel mounting system self-locates and aligns perfectly every 
time, and an ergonomic thumb wheel allows for excellent grip to ensure easy 
tightening. Additionally, two sizes of high-durometer rubber mounting gaskets 
are provided to ensure optimized fit and load distribution on narrow sporter-
contour or wider target-style forends. The ability to mount a sling on the forend 
is maintained with a low-profile sling stud on the rear of the Sling Stud QD 
mount, which also provides for a quick detachment when it’s needed.

51 52
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— Rapid leg deployment with efficient single-handed 
adjustability

— Rapid-attach, self-locating stainless-steel mounting 
system mounts to Uncle Mike’s Sling Studs on narrow or 
wide fore ends, while also providing a quick detachment 
capability

— High strength reinforced injected molded polymer, 
Steel and Mil-Spec hard anodized 6061 T-6 aluminum 
construction

— +/- 25 degrees of tilt (about the longitudinal axis of 
weapon) for a total of 50 degrees

— Uncle Mike’s-style sling stud on rear of mounting body

— Adjustable friction knob for setting tilt and ease of 
movement

— Individually adjustable leg lengths in 0.5” increments for a 
total of 7 positions

— Removable rubberized feet are compatible with B&T 
Industries Atlas pattern replaceable feet

— Quiet and positive leg deployment, adjustment  
and stowage

FEATURES
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MAG1065 - HUNTER X-22 TAKEDOWN FOREND - RUGER® 10/22 TAKEDOWN®

MSRP: $39.95
BLK - FDE - ODG - GRY

HUNTER X-22 
TAKEDOWN 
FOREND
RUGER® 10/22 TAKEDOWN® 

The Hunter X-22 Takedown Forend is intended for use with additional barrels 
on rifles currently equipped with the Hunter X-22 Takedown Stock. Made from 
high quality reinforced polymer, the X-22 Takedown Forend features a reversible 
barrel tray, ensuring proper fit for factory pencil profiles as well as heavy bull 
barrels with up to 0.920" outer diameter. It features multiple M-LOK slots for 
accessory attachment and an adjustable barrel-tensioning shim in the forend 
for setting barrel preload (the barrel may also be free-floated). It also includes 
a dimpled drill point at the bottom of the forend for installation of sling swivel 
studs for bipod or sling swivel use.
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— Compatible with the Hunter X-22 Takedown Stock

— Easy exchange of different barrels for the same rifle

— Reversible barrel tray accepts factory and aftermarket 
barrels up to 0.92” OD

— Adjustable barrel-tensioning shim in the forend for setting 
barrel preload (the barrel may also be free-floated)

— M-LOK slots on forend sides and bottom for a variety of 
accessory and sling mounting options

— Dimpled drill point to install optional sling swivel studs 
such as the Sling Swivel Stud, MAG819

— Reinforced polymer construction for strength  
and durability

— Made in the U.S.A.

FEATURES
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MAG1066 - X-22 BACKPACKER FOREND - RUGER® 10/22 TAKEDOWN® 
MSRP: $34.95

BLK - FDE - ODG - GRY

X-22 
BACKPACKER 
FOREND
RUGER® 10/22 TAKEDOWN® 

The X-22 Backpacker Forend is intended for use with additional barrels 
for rifles currently equipped with the X-22 Backpacker Stock, MAG808. Its 
minimalist design offers a convenient package without compromising shooting 
performance. It is compatible with factory and aftermarket barrels up to 
0.92" outer diameter. Constructed of a durable advanced polymer, the X-22 
Backpacker Forend features a unique locking interface to attach the barrel 
assembly to the stock body when being transported.
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— Compatible with the X-22 Backpacker Stock, MAG808

— Unique locking interface to attach the barrel assembly  
to the stock body when being transported

— Reinforced polymer construction for strength  
and durability

— Ergonomic hand guard

— Compatible with factory and aftermarket barrels,  
up to 0.92” OD

— Made in the U.S.A.

FEATURES
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Many of the products in this catalog are controlled by the U.S. government and authorized for export 

only to the country of ultimate destination for use by the ultimate consignee or end-user(s) identified. 

They may not be resold, transferred or otherwise disposed of, to any other country or to any person 

other than the authorized ultimate consignee or end-user(s) either in their original form or after 

being incorporated into other items, without first obtaining approval from the U.S. government or as 

otherwise authorized by U.S. laws and regulations.

PHOTO CREDITS: Magpul Marketing Department 

©2019 Magpul Industries Corporation. All Rights Reserved. Prices subject to change without notice. MAGPUL holds a Trademark on all of its 

product names & logos. Full information at ip.magpul.com. The following are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Magpul Industries 

Corporation in the U.S. & other countries; Magpul, “The Magpul Logo & Design”, “The Magpul Inner Logo & Design”, “The Stylized Magpul Logo 

& Design”, CTR, Enhanced Self-Leveling Follower, GEN M3, GL9, M-LOK, “M M-LOK & Design”, "M & Design", Magpul X-22, MBUS, , MOE, MOE SL, 

PMAG, PMAG D-50, , DAKA, “DAKA & Design”, and others. CZ Scorpion is a registered trademark of Ceska Zbrojovka A.S. (Czech Republic Corp.), 

Glock is a registered trademark of Glock GmbH., HK, 91,93,94, G3, G36 & MP5 are registered trademarks of Heckler & Koch GmbH., Melonite is a 

registered trademark of Durferrit GmbH, LLC., Mossberg is a registered trademark of O.F. Mossberg & Sons, Inc, Remington & Remington 700 are 

registered trademarks of RA Brands, LLC., Inc., Ruger, 10/22, 10/22 Takedown, Ruger 10/22 Takedown, Ruger American are all either trademarks 

or registered trademarks of Sturm, Ruger & Company, Inc., Uncle Mike’s is a registered trademark of Bushnell, Inc., Winchester is a registered 

trademark of Olin Corporation, YKK and Aquaguard are registered trademarks of YKK Corporation.
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